Hilmar Cheese Company, Inc. provides a variety of paid, project-based collegiate internships in various departments including:

ENGINEERING · PRODUCTION RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT

You Belong Here

At Hilmar Cheese Company we improve lives around the world by being a leading producer of wholesome dairy products that contribute to the success of all stakeholders.

Requirements

- Willing to learn, team-oriented, strong work ethic, demonstrates leadership qualities
- Be available to work full-time during the program term – 8-12 weeks
- Have completed sophomore year with a major relevant to the department and project
- Legal right to work in the United States

Four Locations

- Headquarters & Innovation Center, Hilmar, CA
- Hilmar Manufacturing Site, Hilmar, CA
- Turlock Manufacturing Site, Turlock, CA
- Dalhart Manufacturing Site, Dalhart, TX

Apply Now!

hilmarcheese.com

Application Period:
September – December
PLANT OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT

Plant Operations is a common starting ground for new college graduates and seasoned production workers alike. Our PRODUCTION SUPERVISORS lead the daily operations and develop highly skilled plant operators. Incumbents in this position start out strong by participating in a six-week training program – spending time in each plant area to gain an understanding of our entire operations. At the end of the training program supervisors are placed in various plants, where departmental knowledge and skills are refined.

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

As our company grows, many opportunities arise in our business management departments including Information Technology, Finance & Accounting, Milk Procurement, Supply Chain and Customer Service. Our DAIRY PROCUREMENT COORDINATOR manages our day-to-day activities in support of the quality, yield, technical and mission objectives of the company, with a focus on outside milk and dairy ingredient procurement.

ENGINEERS

Our Engineering team seeks engineers – experienced and new – interested in a fast-paced highly progressive environment. PROCESS ENGINEERS work closely with plant operations – focusing on the optimum, most cost-effective methods of manufacturing our products.

QUALITY SERVICES

Our Quality Services team is responsible for coordinating, maintaining, and improving the corporate-wide quality management systems and programs. New college graduates with food safety knowledge are considered for a variety of positions, including QUALITY SYSTEMS REPRESENTATIVE within the quality division.

NATURAL & ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES

College graduates in biology, chemistry, and environmental science have opportunities in several areas of our company including Cheese Production, Whey Processing, Dry Milk Powder Processing and Water Reclamation. Our CHEESE TECHNICAL COORDINATOR is responsible for in-process and finished results that improve our cheese.

PURPOSE • CULTURE • INNOVATION

YOU BELONG HERE

APPLY NOW!

hilmarcheese.com

FOLLOW US: